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I. SOCIAL SURVEYS AS A BASIS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF OBJECTIVE AM)
SUBJECTIVE SOCIAL INDICATORS*

lo Over the last ten years or so a new data source directly designed for the
development of social indicators has emerged in some countries, namely the multi
purpose social survey covericg the whole - (compared with the foicrocensys) or a
large part - of the social field. The interest of those surveys lies in the
following considerations 2 .

2U Specialized surveys or administrative data sources are frequently designed to -
meet the needs of specific user's. These needs are often very far removed from social
indicators. The inadequacy of these courses lies in the Tact that they are primarily
intended for the preparation of sectoral programmes and policies. For example, in
the surveys on housing, it is often the dwelling itself which is the main focus,
whereas in the perspective of social indicators on housing the unit of analysis will
not be"-the actual dwelling but the social unit using it, i.e. the individual, family,
or. household. In short, since the objectives of specialized surveys or administrative
sources are not the measurement of individual wejl-being, operational definitions,: : i
population coverage,, measuring units, etc,? are often inadequate for social indicators.

3* Specialized" surveys and other sources do not permit any general analysis of
levels and distribution of individual well-being by linking up all these various
aspects* On the other hand, a multi-purpose sogial survey can be a relatively
economical and effective means of attaining this general analysic from a normative
viewpoint- It may also contribute to an explanatory analysis on specific points
(although to a relatively limited extent, as will be seen below). But obviously
such a type of survey cannot provide information concerning the evaluation, of
specific sectoral programmes or policies* \.\

4. > -In this context social surveys should make it possibles ■]

- to measure the degree of individual well-being ir_ each

of the broad social areas included in the surveys

- to establish a number of normative and possibly explanatory links
between the social situations existing in the various areas.

II. J MAIN; TOP-ICE OF SOCIAL'SURVEYS

5. Iviost of the social surveys in European countries seek tc obtain exhaustive
information on the following basic social areass

a) health find use of health cervices
b) housing conditions
c) employment and working conditions
d) education*

*See: 'Inventory of data sources for social indicators1 (Organization for
Economic Co-operation and Development);,
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6. Other areas may be covered partially and integrated into the sections of the

survey concerning one or other of the four b~cic areact This is generally the

case for environmental conditions which are covered in the sections of the /

questionnaire concerning.housing conditions and working conditions, and which are

approached only from the perceptive angle (perception by respondents of annoyances
relating to the housing environroent and working conditions). Some areas are

covered only to obtain reference data, in order to establish the bases for

specific disagrvrerations. The most frequent case is wealth and income*

7. Lastly, other centres of interest may be covered more or lees broadly in
certain survey's. They are essentially those concerned with the analysis of social

mobility and intergenerational changes in living conditions. In the questionnaires,

apart from the standard questions on the composition of the basic social unit ':

(family, household), we may also find questions concerning the individual character
istics of the other members of the unit and those of their parents and children
{these questions deal mainly with health status, educational level and employment).

III. SURVEY APPROACH TO DIFFERENT TOPICS

8. Two types of approach may be used jointly in the social surveys t '■

- The "objective" approachs in this case the aim is to obtain information

on the real concrete situation of the respondent with regard to the area

in question* This approach may take two forms!: either descriptive (the

respondent is questioned about the exact quantitative characteristics of

the items considered) or perceptive (the resppndent must judge himself
Whether the items in question have this or that characteristics for which

no exact quantitative criteria are given in the questionnaire). For

instance, information about quality of teeth (health area) may be requested
in two complementary wayci by asking the respondent how many times he

visited the dentist in the year preceding the survey (objective data) and
by asking him whether he can chew a £iven food without difficulty

(perceptive approach),

- The "subjective" approach: in this case the aim is to obtain information
on the respondent's personal opinion regarding this or that item of the

area in question* For instance,, he may be asked to ^ive his opinion about .,
work safety in his form by picking an appropriate rating from a Hot
ranging from very good to very bad, • :

9. Obviously it is often difficult to assess what type of approach corresponds
to particular sections of the survey, whether the choice is between descriptive

or perceptive, or between perceptive and subjective. The choice<of an approach
for each item included in the survey depends oni

- the orientation given to the study of this item in the survey;

- the importance assigned to this item in the surveyj

- the specific characteristics of this item. .

10. Thus for instance it is impossible to determine the health status of the

population in a purely descriptive manner on the basis of multi-purpose social

surveys. Accordingly such surveys merely include two types of cuestions (see
Anne;: l)*
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- Firstly, meations regarding the use of health services (usable only
for serious illness, accident or impairment, for in the event of non-
serious illness, accident or impairment the uce of health services
depends mainly on social habits and the efficiency of the services;.

- Secondly, indirect information on the respondent's health (questions
relating to the respondent's perception of this health, generally by

referring to such characteristics as ability or inability to run or

walk a given distance, to dress unaided, etc.).

11; To take another "example, the form of social surveys (limited duration and
inability to establish extensive control methods) limits the extent of the study
of the conditions of the physical environment at home and at work to perceptive
questions on environmental characteristics (e.g., as regards noise, the respondent
will be askeds during the night/day is the housing environments followed.by a

set of possible responses, graded from "very noisy" to "very quiet"j see Annex Ills
German Housing Sample Survey; and Anne;t IVs The 19&> OECD List of Social Indicators)*

12. The general orientation of the survey largely influences the type of approach
used for each subject area. For instance, the German Household Survey (Microcensus,
question's*on health; see Annex II) makes practically no use of the subjective
approach and therefore use only a descriptive-perceptive approach; but this is not

the case for other surveys which for a large number of areas make ample use of

questions on level of satisfaction and subjective appraisal*

13. Lastly, the type of approach used in the questionnaires for each subject area

depends on the importance and role assigned to that area. If an area is designed

only as a means of collecting reference data, descriptive questions will very

often be scarcely developed and use will be made instead of far less precise

perceptive questions or questions approaching the subject indirectly. This applies

for instance to the "topio of income and wealth. It is recognized that in general

social surveys it is impossible to construct a proper questionnaire in this area ^

as the information obtained is in any case of extremely doubtful validity.

Consequently questions are generally confined to a few on sources of income-

followed by one or two on level of money income, and are either open-ended ("What
was your income for the, month/year,..?" expressed in monetary units) or more
often closed ("In what range did your income for the month/year ..o fall?") with a
choice between various income brackets).

IV. THE GERMAN HEALTH SURVEY

14. In the very beginning when the work on Health Surveys was started in the

Federal Republic of Germany, a voluntary pilot survey on illness and accidents

was for the first time conducted at the federal level. Its purpose was to find
out in how far inquiries of this kind are feasible from a psychological and

technical point of view. The results of this supplementary survey have shown

that in this way important information may be obtained for health policies which

otherwise could not be secured. "The morbidity data available in the Federal

Republic originate for the most part from material not originally produced for use

in statistics! they are rather provided by the public health offices from their

records on notifiable diseases and by the legal health insurance on cases of

incapacity for work. These data thus cover only the incidence of selected diseases
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or the morbidity among part of the population, namely for the insured persons* The
figures relate to cases rather than to diseased persons, so that statistical informa
tion on important demographic and occupational aspects for these persons is

lacking, :

IK. Household inquiries, however, permit an insight into public health conditions

and also account for the economic and social aspects which are important for cases

of illness and accidents. Representative morbidity statistics covering the

households may, accordingly, be a valuable supplementation of the data provided by

the public health offices and the le^al health insurance. These are the reasons

why a first supplementary inquiry on "illness and accidents" was conducted 15 years

ago within the framework of the current l per cent sample survey of the microcensua* About
125,000 households comprising approximately 340,000 persons were covered in the

Federal Republic and asked whether "a member of the household had been ill, confined

to bed or under medical treatment in April" or whether he/she had been "under
permanent medical treatment" because of a chronic ailment or for surveillance of

a previous disease. Another question was to provide information on whether "a
member of the household had been involved in any accident whatsoever (e.g., traffic
accident, industrial accident, household accident, etc.) or injured by poison during
the period February to April". Information was collected from this group of persons,

which had been delimitated by these guiding-questions, on the type of the disease

or accidental injury. It was further determined whether and how long the persons

concerned had been under medical treatment, confined to bed, in hospital and/or
incapable for work as a result of the disease or accident. For persons injured in

accidents, information was collected on date, type, circumstances and consequences

of the accident. Persons who had suffered in the report period from several diseases

or had been involved in several accidents were counted only once with the most

serious disease or accident.- Questionnaires were not to be filled in for household

members under permanent treatment by a lay medical practitioner. Routine cases of

dental care and all negligible cases were also left out of consideration.

16O She brief comments given below on the definition of "illness" and
the method employed are to facilitate the interpretation of the results:
There is no clear and universal definition of "illness1!. Illness is mainly a
subjective process. Whether a respondent is ill. or not depends in the first place

on his (her) own judgement. As, accordingly, illness cannot be covered in a house
hold inquiry ac an objective condition, the subjective opinion of the respondent

had to provide the point of departure. The interviewers, who were not medically

trained, had to take down the answers as they were given by the respondents,

irrespective of any diverging opinions with regard to morbid, conditions which

objectively are of the same nature. So the results were also influenced by the

subjective judgement of the respondents with regard to the state of health or

illness of the household members. Thic influence decreases with the growing

"gravity" of the disease or accident and the increasing number of.objective con

sequences they have (confinement to bed, medical treatment, incapacity for work,

hospitalization) in the individual instance.

17. Experience gained from similar inquiries on pact events has shown that the

information given by a respondent is influenced by two further factors, namely,

by gaps of memory and the so-called telescoping effect. The former denotes that

an event or the date of an event is the sooner forgotten, the greater the time

distance between the event and the key-date of the inquiry becomes* The later
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results in a shift of the date towards the. present. Both effects may have biased
in particular the -igures on persons with, accidental injuries, because they have
been based on a reference pei-ioa of three raontns.

18. In order to eliminate those factors, in 1970 the same reporting period for
injured persons was chose* as for persons with diseases (one mca«i),'and the enquiry
was not made on a previously decided random date, bu*- ^ ^y day within the four

^^•rT7 If'2-^ ;he cmoept for 3.972 was again modified so as to take the
morbidity for tneday of survey and/or the preceding four weeks' time interval.
The concept for x973 till l?80 follow this pati e™ too. .The data, calculated
accordingly, refer to 'he four wseks reporting period*

19. Answering the questions is voluntary., The collaboration of the population, has
been sufficiently good up to now, A maximum of 1,1 per cent of the "--Ration, however.
made use of their right of refusal,, ' nowever,

20e> Although in 1C66 it was possible to state more than one cause, only the most
serious disease and/or injury was being further investigated. In 1970 acute and
chronicdipc-^ rare separately enquired about, From 1972 onwards only, the most
serious disease was- recorded, and whether it was chronic or acute- The types of
diseases, "Uunee due to accidents, and disabilities are entered in full context,
and then ceded. The coding of the types of diseases took place in 1966 according
to the TKO-digx-al systta of the social insurance bodies, and from 1970 onwards,
according t- a s^tom .based on.the.ICD, which was worked on* specifically for health
surveys, .he iollowing groups represent the nature 'of :.r;--ries due to accidents*
bone fractures (including fracture of the skull), internal injuries (including
damage of the brain;, deep open woundsF burns and poisonings,

21, The definition of the cause of accident is a functional one, As no comparable

defW« " 1E aVallable^ in the FRG the following categories have- been

lc Accident at work and on duty (excluding journey to and from work),

2. Ace:Hen- at s-hool or training ^excludir^ journey to and from school),

3. Traffic accident or acciaeut..during-. journey to., ar.d from work/school o

4o --cc-.lc-.rL oca-wiring,'<xt homoc

5- Accident at sports/play grounds.

22. From 1976 onwards rondo.: samples for health surveys were no longer be taken
as additional surveys, but as part cf the original microcensus prograraine every two
years (sampling fractions 1 p& cent), ^.e federal RepyMic Esalth Authority has recognized
these surveys, and issued a statue for the following items to be included in a surveys

/. The most important risk factors and indicators of the population,
eDgop environmental factorsP pollution, smoking habits*

20 Use of the health services, e.g., frequency and purpose of consulting
a doctor, arid the benefit of preventive and early diagnostic methods.
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Z-X The problems of health random camples can only briefly be indicated here,
kany problems result on the one hand from putting questions to lay people, and
on the other hand from carrying out the survey by lay people.

2d. The decision whether or not r. disease is present, is made by a lay person,
and therefore depends on the wellbeing of the subject. There is little prepa
ration for -rivin" the requested information about certain diseases. Tms, up to
now, had been the situation when asking questions to detect tuberculosis. Another
source of incorrect answers is the feet that medical doctors do not always explain
the illness dearly to their patients (s,.> malignant -rowtho). The accuracy of
~t-tements is further reduced hy e;;pectin^ the intervieued person £ive information

not only about his/her own disease/injury/disability, but also about those of the

ether household members.

2*. The results o£ enquiries are recorded by medically untrained interviewers,

another source of mistakes. Whether and how fcr the results are affected by the
interviewers' technique of questioning, whether and how far their personal
interest plays a role, requires further thorough investication. Such surveys
could possibly include random examinations by medical doctors. This would not-
only be a measure of accuracy but also of completeness of lay information*

26V Which diagnostic code to choose may be a matter of subjective judgement"by
the coders, and a further source of mistakes. The sampling fraction in 1973.

1972 and 1973 "aso4l per cent. Therefore, considering a nationwide survey of such a
lar£e scale, many areas were only poorly covered and could not be evaluated
because of the random fluctuations. This particularly refers to the relatively
small number of persons injured in accidents, where the combined evaluation of
a^e, se;:f nature of injury and accident categories cannot be taken into account|

nor is it possible in many cases to identify differential types 0£ diseases in

connexion with socio-economic data* Also vhe temporal comparison of certain

survey characteristics is restricted hereby*

V. THE GEHkAN HOUSING SAMPI£ SURVEYS

27. The first 1 per cent - housing sample survey was conducted in the year 1957.-
main objective tras to determine the extent and prevailing trends of the housing
requirements by ^uestionning households. Moreover, it served to reveal the

relationships between income anc1 rent, or-income brackets and type of accommo

dation, respectively, Above and beyond the problems mentioned in the following

sections, it was in the first yearc possible to clarify some methodological
questions in the course of the'housing survey. Thus, for example, it nas to be

established whether the technical definition-of "dwelling" employed in the previous

housing surveys in the Federal Republic of Genaany had been correctly understood
by the public: Households were asked Aether they Ud a structurally planned

(or conventional) kitchen, and from the answers to this question it was then^

decided for dwellings located in a permanent building whether the housing unit
was on the one hand, a "conventional" dwelling or, on the other, an improvised

dwelling. It was further necessary to check whether the definition of "Ixouoehold11,
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which is fundamental to the population census and to the sample surveye of
official statistics, is also suitable for special housing investigations.
Finally, it was" to be determined whether and to what extent a sample survey in
which dwellings are selected for the interviewer to visit can supply exact results

valid over any length of time.

28. Another point in connexion with the definition of the dwelling is that it
appeared that the public, in deciding whether a dwelling included a conventional
or structurally planned kitchen or not let.itself be influenced by a variety
of considerations* The survey showed that in about 7 per cent of the cases in which
households stated that their dwelling included a conventional kitchen, the

kitchen had neither sink nor running water. As a result of this experience,, it
was necessary in future enquiries to see that the decision in individual cases

as to whether a conventional dwelling is concerned or not is not made dependent
on an opinion question,, In the processing stage, a large number of characteristics

obtained in answer to questions will have to be correlated on uniform principles
to form types of housing units, in order to reach a classification of the^entire

housing stock according to installations and equipment, similar to that of the

sample survey of 136O« : .

29. The definition of "household" has in fact proved suitable for enquiries

into housing conditions. The principles for the delimitation of households
applied in the Federal Republic of.Germany entail from the start that only such
groups of persons are considered to be households who live together and keep

house tor-ether (e.g,, live from a common budget). This is shown in the fact'
that housing wishes are relatively seldom entertained by parts of households,
and that in cases in which the household is thinking of moving, a splitting up of
the original household into a number of households is an exception. As far as
..subtenants are concerned, who form independent households, it must; be ..remembered
that, especially in rural circumstances, the accoramodation of several'households

in what is structurally one housing unit often does not lead to unsanitary
conditions and cannot in itself be regarded as undesirable. This is particularly

true when occupier and subtenant are relatives. Hence, in many caces the delimita
tion of households raay have been too rigidly carried through. In future surveys,

more attention uere paid to the economic and familial relations in these cases.

30. In the sample survey, using the results of the housing statistics of 1956,
brought up to date by the help of current building statistics, structural
housing units were pre-selected for the interviewer to visit. It has emerged,^
however, that in one-family and two-family houses in particular, the delimitation
of structural housing units did not always conform-to the actual principles .
recommended. It was also apparent that the interviewer in many cases had not only

visited the prescribed housing units and interviewed all the households living in

it, but had also included in the survey other dwellings and households in the

respective building* Even if such errors are recognisable because of the nature

of the survey lists, and can be eradicated, such experience leads to, the opinion

that in the following sample surveys, the whole building and all the households
contained in it should be made object of the survey in each case. Such a survey

technique would make it possible to supplement qualitative data on the dwellings,
which are obtained in any case, by corresponding data on the building in which

they are contained-
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31• The 1972 and the 1978 housing sample survey were the first enumeration of
its kind to include also a question programme relating to town planning. Here,

official statistics followed the generally accepted knowledge that aspects of

toim planning are steadily gaining in importance as far as housing is concerned.

The selection of a dwelling is particularly influenced by its surroundingsj by

emission and noice factors and by the availability of employment and public

facilitiese Statistically representative data on the location of the building,

the use of real estate for building and other purposes and the relations of such

data to social and economic conditions and negative environmental factors were

not yet available. Normal individual investigations may well be suitable for the

evaluation of local and regional conditions and requirements, but are of only"

limited value for gaining general insights*, To obtain a reliable perspective,

especially with respect to different kinds and degrees of developing real estate

and their consequences for the population and housing, enquiries to that effect

were indispensable*,

32« In the 1S78 sample survey on housing, linked with the microcensus, questions
were put for the second time on the relationship of the dwellings to their

environment, on noise (see Annex III, Question Nr, 9) or smell nuisances, etc*
These are questions which taken in conjunction with the data on family structures

are also significant for the procurement of social indicators? for example,

questions on the subjective assessment of opportunities for children to play,

shopping facilities, the distance from the place of work or the accessibility or

otherwise of public transport (see Annex III, Question Nro 10)» In some cases
these could be "checked" by objective questions, relating to the selected area

concerned and submitted for answer to the administration of the relevant local

area or town0

33, The 1 per cent housing cample surveys of 1972 and 1978 were taken in conjunction with
the micr jue, which is a 1 per cent sample ourvey of the population*. This had

organizational? financial and evaluation technical advantages9

34• The selection was made from the material of the 1970 population cencus. With

respect to the number of households to be interviewed, efforts were made to use

the most homogeneous campling units possible0 The number of such households per

sampling district was fixed at 20 households for communities below 20,000 inhabitants

and at 3^ households for larger communities„

35t> Altogether, the communities included in the sample were allocated to eight

community size classes and grouped in corresponding strata* Lartr-;e buildings

(with 25 households and above) and larger institutions (with 50 and more persons)
constituted their own sampling units,

36. The sampling material arranged by communities, streets and house numbers,
was formally subdivided into zones of 100 sampling units, of which one sampling

unit was selected at random.

37# Unusual features were taken into account by an adaptation of this sampling

principlea
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VI, COMPARABILITY OF SOCIAL SURVEY DATA

38. As regards the comparability of social survey data, we can say5

- data comparability is assured only for the basic areas, with regard to
the "classic" normative variables? questionnaire differences with regard
to the precise description and disaggrecationc of data are generally substan

tial enough to make any comparative reading of the results a very difficult

matter;

- as regards subjective and perceptive data, the differences between

concepts, response coding and question formulation in different countries
or different parts of a country make comparison of results practically

impossible.

39. On the other hand, social surveys seem to be of considerable interest for the
study of links between normative variables, 3ince the sample is fairly larfje in
many cases and these surveys cover a considerable number of questions, it is possible
to construct links between various indicator levels, which often cannot be done with

other sources.



SURVEY (OECD)s QUESTIONNAIRE ON HEALTH

Questionnaire

HEALTH SECTION

I would now like to ask you some questions about

your healths Some of thes3 questions ;.:ay not be

relevant to you, but it is necessary to ask a

range of questions to include people with

different levels of.health*

3"0 In general, how would you describe your
state of health': "Jould you say it was:

31 Do you suffer from any; long-standing

illness, effects of an injury, any

disability or any wealaiecc?

32 Could you describe it for me?

NOTE THE CONDITIONS OR ILLNESSES MENTIONED AS

: CAREFULLY AS POSSIBLE .

very good

good

average

poor

very poor

■ No

COL/

CODE

1

2

- 3

h
■5

1

2

Condition 3

33 Do(ec) the condition(s) you have cause your
working capacity or your normal daily

activities to be restricted?

Yes - to a great extent

Yec — to sojne e::tent

Ho - not at all

ST/ICCA/SM/12
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2

34' Could you run 100 metres? (Ac indicated)

IF YEG -^ Q35 Yec, with no major difficulty
Yec, but with difficulty

No, not able to

35 Can you wallc IfiC metres? (Az indicated)

Yes, with no major difficulty

Yes, but with difficulty

No? not able to

36 Can you wall; up and down stairc?

Yes, with no major difficulty

Yes, but with difficulty

No, not able to

37 Can you carry an object of ^ :d.loc for

10 metrec? (Ac indicated)

Yec, *itn no major difficulty
Yec, but with difficulty

No, not able to

38 Can you cut your own food? (Cy.ch as meat,
fruit) ,r

Yec, with no major difficulty

Yec, but with difficulty

No3 not able to

IF NO DIFFICULTY INDICATED IN QJS to Q38 GO TO 043

IF DIFFICULTY 13 INDICATED-ASK Q39 TO Q 42 "

39 Can you, when standing, bend down snd'picl:
up a choe from the floor?

Yen, with no major difficulty

Yec, but with difficulty

No, not able to

40 Can you dress and undress?

Yec, with no major difficulty

Yecs but with difficulty

No, not able to

41 [ Can you move between rooms? -^

Yec, with no major difficulty

' ■ Yec, but with difficulty

No, not able to

COL/ I
CODE

1

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

Z

3

1

2

.3

1

2

3

ROUTE

j Q3^.:.

.
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42 Can you get in and out of bed?

; ' Yesy with no major difficulty

Yes? but with difficulty

; No, not able to

43 Is-your eyesight good enough to read :

;. ordinary newspaper print?

; (with glasses on if necessary) Ye©
■■■- - Yes, with difficulty...

No

44 Is your eyesight good enough to see clearly

the face.of someone at the other side of

the room?- (approximately 4 metres) ~~~- . v ,
1 . les

1 ; YeSj with difficulty

: „ ... No

45 Can you hear~wnat is said' in' normal

; conversation with one other person?

i (with hearing aid if necessary) Y

'. '. Yes, with difficulty

i No

<

46 Can you hear what is said in a normal

; conversation with at le«at 2 oth^r

persons? (with hearing aid if
necessary) „

ies

Yes, with difficulty

No

47 Can you both bite and chew on hard foods?

(for example, a firm apple, celery)' y

: . Yes, with difficulty

No

COL/

CODE

1

2

3

1

..._Z

3

r ■ ■■

2

3 .

1

2 ■:

3

1

..2:

3

1

2

3

ROUTE

- -.

■

047

48 During tjie two weeks ending "last Sunday

have you had an illness or injury which!

a) caused you to stay in'beef'for" at least part
; of one or more days?

(FILL INBOX)- ..... , .. If.no^.codje, 0.0 ....
: If yes, write in

number of days

b) caused you to cut down on thing you usually do e*g.,
you did not go to work/school, did less hduseworfc?

cancelled other

(FILL IN BOX)
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If no, code 00

If yes, write in

number of days

I NOTES DO NOT INCLUDE DAYS IN BED IN 48 b)

Box for, 018

—' ' " '"'1 »■'■*■*«■— '

Cause

Illness

Injury

Last

No

two weeks

• of dayc

in bed

No.

cut down

of days

activities

J49 During the last 12 months:

a) have you been admitted to a hospital or

\ clinic because of illness or injury?

If no, code 0 in box

_ _ . If yesf code number of days

b) have you been confined to bed because of

illness or injury?

Do not include dayc in last two weekc 043 a)

NOTE: DO NOT INCLUDE DAYS IN HOSPITAL/CLINIC IN

Q49~bl

Box for 049

!

Cause

1 . ..... ■-.

Illness

Injury by

accident

Injury by

assault or

attack

Last 12 months

Dayc in

.. hospital/clinic

Days in

bed .



If respondent has cpent time in hospital or bed in

last 12 months because of injury by. accidents

50 Where did this .accident take place?

SHOW CARD B

Injured — At home

— At work

- In traffic

— In traffic at work

- Playing sport (or exercising)
— In public place (street,

restaurant? pub, cinema, etc.)
- Other .(MITE -IN) - • .

ST/ECA/SM/12

Annex I

Page 5

ROUTE

NOTE: IF INJURED MORE THAN ONCE, INDICATE THE"

SERIOUS INJURY

If respondent hac spent time in hospital or bed in last

12 months because of injury caused by assault or attack

51 Where did; this assault/attack take place?

SHOW CARD- C

~ At a work place

■ ' — In a private home

] — In a restaurant/cafe/pub/bar

; — In a bus/train/metro/bus stop/station
— In a private vehicle/taxi

! - Other public place/street/park
- Other (WRITE IN)

TO ALL RESPONDENTS

52 During the: past 12 months hac someone assaulted

or attacked you without you bein^ injured
Yes

No

53 did this happen?

SAME CARD A3 Q51 (CARD c)

Q54
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54 Are you; tfraid to take a walk in your

neighbournood at night?

Yes, very afraid

Yes, afraid

No

COL/

CODE

55 Do you Suffer from any condition (illness,
disability, infirmity) which you have not
Mentioned in the above questions?

Yes

No

If yes, please describe

ROUTE
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2o*aata* Saapla Survey

1 If the
tlllr-T la unoacir^Udt la It in future to bo used as a dialling?

.If sot Thy is it unoccupied? 3ew dwelling not yet occupied
Because owner or tenant have changed

Because of aoderr-ization, renovation or conversion

la there already a definite future tenant or orear?

tha d^ellir.?r alread unsccuaied fcr =or9 than 5 sor.^hs?

TS OF ff.75LLISC5

2 la the dwelling
• B*in dwelling

a secondary dwelling for purposes of studies/training
(excl. questions 13 to 18) for vocational/business purposes

a leisura-tine dwelling (Answer questiona 3 to 6 only.)

( 3 How oar.y living and bedrooca are there,
inel. those outside the self-contained

dwelling, "out exel. kitchen?

juaber of rooaai
2

6 to under 10 m,

10 to under 15 nu
15 to under 25 a

25 b and over

Of which are sublet

Moreover, oonnercially used rooas of the dwelling

—• Tnat ta the total size of the duelling, incl. kitchen,

\4) bath, totlet, corridor, attic, chargeable balcony space
and rooms sab let or coffisarclally used? .

| - Seoote, block, central heating
\t< 5 Is the d?tellin? heated by Multiple heating

Single or aultl-room stoves (al30 electric night storage heaters)
► If aultiple heat ing i single £ln4 Qf. fuel? Qoalt eok#( #tc>

or aralti-rooa stoves t Pa«l oil

Has the dwelling . Eltchen

Eitchenette/cooklng cabinet
Only a cooking facility provisionally fitted ir. a rooo

Bath/shower of Its own

Connon bath/shOTer
Tluah toilet inside dwelling

Flush toilet outside duelling

Toilet without flushing

Hot-water supply, as central supply for building

for dwelling

Individual aooaratuafea)

Mainly double, compound or inaulatad-glaaa -rrinizxa

Balcony, loggia together 2 to under 6 a"

6 m and over

7 How do you rate your dwelling? a) Sizei Sufficient

Could be larger

Is virtually too large

b) Equipment: Corresponds to the needs

Should be better

c) Costsi Appropriate

Bather high

Low

8 ' a) Eow lcr.g does it take to

to the nearest ...?

b) How frequently do sublia eeana ofi transport

depart fraa the nearest atos during tha daytine?

(Bus, train, iraa^ra/ and the like,

alao several lines)

Every few Einutes

Every 10 minutes

Every 20 ainutes

About half-hourly

About every hour

Only several tisas a day

Do not -know

Annex III

Page 1

Yes — So —

Ro

12 3*5

Gas —

Eleotri- es
city

talking sinuteat

Stop for public transport

Shopping facilities

kindergarten

Eriaary school

Public children's playground

General practitioner

Greena open to the public '(poxk/green areas/fields/ceadowa/woods) =
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Bj Is thg duelling located at a thoroughfare?

) t

during tha

c) la there In the direct vielaity ...

Railway noise

Soad-trafflc noise

Air-traffic r.oisa

Industrial r.oiae

Snalla/exhaust-gases/dust

1q Bow do you rata your residential area

.- aa a Jhole with regard tos

Unking with public transport aervice

Availability of green areas and open spaces

Availability of public children's playgrounds

Availability of shops {shopping facilities)
Availability of primary schools

Availability of kindergartens

Medical care

Traffic safety for children/elderly persons
£ealth hazard3 due to noise

Sealth hazards due to air collutioTj.

'■that would you consider the

aost incortant asrect of The kind of housing area

roar present hauair.g situation? Your dwelling as such

If ths dwelling is l3 its i°<=ati°« 0I~ hardly
more important) any importance to you

or does it olay a major role.

Since when haa The present head
of houaehold seen livi.-.g in

tills duelling?

3efore

1972 to

1971

1975

FOR OCCTPAilTS OP jUIS IW2LLI3GS OliU

.,

14

Is this the first dTrellir.g of your CTn?

- ►If soi How did the head As aaaber of a household
of household live before? As subtenant

* Sid you have to aove Then occupying this duelling?
► If so: Roti lid the head In a rented duelling

of household live In his/her own house, in
before? his/her orrr.ar-ocoupled dwelling

~q>i5ition.a"T5 to 18 only Tf you have noved since 1972-

Ho^ often did the present head of household

move since '972? _.15

"**'gas the last ccve of the household due to a change
16 of place of fforte/training of tha -ain bread-rir.r.er?

► If aoi How does the new place of *orit

compare xith the previous one?
Way to work

Security of the place of work
Incoca

Anenity of woric

Srowth posaibilitios

.«) ^aa the last hovs due to a rer.t increase

or a notice ta leave concerning ths previous

dwelling of tha hesd of household?

► if notice to leave: '.7 a a the building

to be pulled down?

i) TTaa the r.ove due to a change of'size

of the household?

a) YJhat other reasons for the r.cve vere Involved?

Desire to own the duelling

Size of dwelling Inadequate

Equipment of duelling inadequate

Dwelling too expensive as ocapared sith the income

Unfavourable location of the d^rellir.s with regard
to place of work

with regard to training facilities

with regard to shopping facilities

Hoise, exhaust-gases, dirt

Hot enough green areas

Happened to get dwelling/house under

favourable circuastancas

Other reasons

Yes —

Heavy tittl*

a a js o

= 197S

— 1977

-= 1978

Yta ITo

Ones

Three ^lira than
| times t&ea tis«

iBetter Sasa

i Rant Notice

i So lacraaaa to leav*

! Y«a = Ko s>

Snlarja- Bl=i-
tlto nent r.u-ioc

1st rcasoi 2nd reason




